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From wood to coal to oil and gas, the sources of energy on which civilization depends have
always changed as technology advances. Now renewables are overtaking fossil fuels, with wind
and solar energy becoming cheaper and more competitive every year. Growth in renewable
energy will further accelerate as electric vehicles become less expensive than traditional
automobiles. Understanding the implications of the energy transition will prepare us for the many
changes ahead.This book is a primer for readers of all levels on the coming energy transition
and its global consequences. Bruce Usher provides a concise yet comprehensive explanation
for the extraordinary growth in wind and solar energy; the trajectory of the transition from fossil
fuels to renewables; and the implications for industries, countries, and the climate. Written in a
straightforward style with easy-to-understand visual aids, the book illuminates the strengths and
weaknesses of renewable energy based on business fundamentals and analysis of the
economic forces that have given renewables a tailwind. Usher dissects the winners and losers,
illustrating how governments and businesses with a far-sighted approach will reap long-term
benefits while others will trail behind. Alongside the business and finance case for renewable
energy, he provides a timely illustration of the threat of catastrophic climate change and the
perils of delay. A short and powerful guide to our energy present and future, this book makes it
clear that, from both economic and environmental perspectives, there is no time to lose.

Balanced, articulate, and informative. ― Kirkus ReviewsA short, handy new guide from the Earth
Institute cuts through the noise about renewable energy to lay out the facts about this politically
charged subject. -- Kevin Krajick ― State of the Planet | Earth Institute | Columbia University[A]
superb corrective. -- Barbara Kiser ― NatureAnecdotes and facts packed into the book will
surely leave you with the feeling that you have actually learned something new. And it will surely
leave you with some new questions to ponder. -- Vitaliy Soloviy ― Sustainability TimesHighly
recommended for personal, public, academic, and special subject libraries. -- Byron Anderson ―
Electronic Green JournalUsher's clear, precise, and concise prose debunks common
misconceptions. . . . Renewable Energy provides a convincing argument to help all of us force
the changes in political will needed to accelerate the changeover to renewable energy sources.
-- Ray Bert ― Civil EngineeringA concise yet comprehensive account of the extraordinary growth
in wind and solar energy; the trajectory of the transition from fossil fuels to renewables; and the
implications for industries, countries, and the climate. -- Ian Angus ― Green Left WeeklyThere’s
a lot of talk about renewable energy these days. But few really understand it―the basic science,
the limits, and the great promise it holds. Read Bruce Usher’s Renewable Energy: A Primer for
the Twenty-First Century to better understand the great technological and economic revolution
of this century. -- Michael E. Mann, Distinguished Professor of Atmospheric Science, Penn State



University, and coauthor of The Madhouse Effect: How Climate Change Denial is Threatening
Our Planet, Destroying Our Politics, and Driving Us CrazyPolicy makers, utilities, investors, and
incumbent industries would be well served to read Bruce Usher’s Renewable Energy. Buttressed
by history and fact, Usher makes the compelling case that the transition to renewable energy is
underway. Government policy can slow or accelerate the transition but transition is inexorable.
There will be lots of winners on the transition, but woe to the losers. -- Richard L. Kauffman,
Chairman of Energy and Finance for New YorkBruce Usher brings the important and under-
explained rise of renewable energy out of his business school classroom to a captivating read
for business and policy audiences. Part history, part forecasting, this important book sets out the
winners and losers―individuals, businesses, and nations―in the dynamic energy transition
underway. -- Glenn Hubbard, Dean and Russell L. Carson Professor of Finance and Economics,
Columbia Business School, and former chairman of the U.S. Council of Economic
Advisers.Usher explains in clear and intelligible language the primary technical and economic
characteristics of renewable energy. The book documents the rapid rise of renewables within the
history of modern energy, providing a thoughtful and balanced point of view that makes this
book stand out from more advocacy-focused works. -- Charles Donovan, director of the Centre
for Climate Science and Investment, Imperial College Business SchoolClimate change is
arguably the greatest challenge of our times and the move towards renewable energy provides
part of the solution. This easily readable book provides a straightforward account of the issues
and opportunities of this great transition, framed in the context of historical precedents,
economic and environmental drivers, and future horizons. Usher explains the financial factors
and focuses on intermittency of wind and solar power as the greatest barrier, but one for which
there may be exciting and innovative solutions. -- Alex Halliday, Director of the Earth Institute,
Columbia UniversityUsher provides a clear and well documented description of the energy
transition accessible both to the lay person but also of interest to energy professors and
enthusiasts alike. This book ties together the convergence of low cost solar and wind with
energy storage with electric vehicles in a clear and concise manner. -- David Kirkpatrick,
managing director and cofounder, SJF Ventures --This text refers to the hardcover edition.About
the AuthorBruce Usher is professor of professional practice and the Elizabeth B. Strickler ’86
and Mark T. Gallogly ’86 Faculty Director of the Tamer Center for Social Enterprise at the
Columbia Business School, where he teaches on the intersection of financial, social, and
environmental issues. He was previously an entrepreneur and worked in financial services in
New York and Tokyo. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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EnergyGlossaryNotesIndexPREFACESetting the Record StraightA FRIEND of mine recently
installed solar panels on her workplace in New York City. This is no small feat. Most buildings in
New York are surrounded by even taller buildings which block sunlight for much of the day. But
the roof of my friend’s building is clear, so she contracted a local company to install the solar
panels.A few months later I had the opportunity to visit, along with several other friends. We all
looked at the solar panels on the roof. One friend expressed astonishment that the panels could
generate enough electricity to supply the entire building. Another worried that they would be a
poor investment. A third friend maintained that solar would always need government subsidies to
be financially viable for consumers. They are all smart and highly educated, but they were wrong
on every point.From this experience I began to ask myself: Why do so many people know so
little about renewable energy? The rapid growth in renewable wind and solar is not a secret.
Towering wind turbines and shimmering solar panels are hard to miss. Yet most people are



woefully unaware of what is happening in the energy sector. Bill Ritter, the former governor of
Colorado, identified the source of the problem: “People have misconceptions about the cost of
renewable energy largely because the public conversation about these resources has been in
the form of TV campaign ads and campaign debates, where the truth is, at best,
elusive.”1Misinformation from politicians has obscured a remarkable energy transition by which
renewables have become cost competitive with fossil fuels. And the rise of renewables is only
half the story. The transportation sector is also undergoing a transition, from gasoline- and diesel-
powered vehicles to electric vehicles. Energy and transportation, two of the world’s largest and
most valuable industries, are entering a period of dramatic and interlinked change.As a business
school professor, I find these changes interesting. Much of the material in this book stems from
the classes I teach at Columbia Business School, but I have more than an academic interest in
renewable energy. I am also an investor in early-stage companies. Like many investors, I focus
on long-term trends, such as the changes occurring in the energy and transportation sectors.
While the timing of the transition to renewable energy and electric vehicles is challenging to
predict, the overall trends are clear, creating exciting opportunities for investment.This brings me
to why I have written this book: so that everyone—my friends included—might understand the
energy transition to renewables already underway: to set the record straight. Awareness of this
trend matters because how we produce and consume energy is critical to our way of life and to
the future of our planet. We all need to be making smart decisions about energy. We need our
politicians and governments to do so as well. I hope this short book helps in that regard.• • •My
thanks to Patrick Fitzgerald and Brian Smith of Columbia University Press for embracing a first-
time author. Special thanks to Steph Shaw for her exceptional research and editing, and to
Michael Gerrard, Dave Kirkpatrick, and Charlie Donovan for taking the time to review and
provide feedback. To my brother, Eric Usher, thank you for leading me into this sector in the first
place. Naomi, Ben, and Theo, thank you for supporting my career switch to academia. And to my
students at Columbia Business School, thank you for motivating and challenging me every
day.1RENEWABLE ENERGY IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURYFIGURE 1.1 The Earth.
(Source: )Few would deny that the energy transition is underway.—International Monetary Fund,
2017RENEWABLE energy is a surprisingly polarizing subject. Environmentalists are drawn to
wind and solar power by the threat of climate change, while economists fret about the cost of
replacing coal, natural gas, and oil. Meanwhile, politicians take positions for or against
renewables as if taking a moral stand. Despite all the controversy, renewables are already
replacing fossil fuels as the world’s primary source of energy, a development that is both
inevitable and impactful. This book explains that transition and the consequences to follow.THE
RISE OF RENEWABLESThe transition from fossil fuels to renewables in the twenty-first century
mirrors previous energy transitions in human history: from wood to coal for heat, and from animal
feed to oil for transportation. In each case, the change in energy source was developed using
the best technologies of the time, and the transition yielded a better product at a cheaper price.
In many countries, highly advanced wind and solar power facilities can now generate electricity



at a price that is lower than that of fossil fuels. And competitive pricing is driving consumer
demand for renewables, sometimes in the most unlikely places.In Texas, headquarters to many
of America’s fossil fuel companies, wind power accounted for 17 percent of the electricity
generated in 2017 and is forecast to surpass coal within two years.1 Great Britain, cradle of the
Industrial Revolution, crossed a threshold on April 21, 2017, when the country went a day
without burning any coal after four hundred years of constant use.2 Even Saudi Arabia, owner of
the world’s most valuable petroleum reserves, is joining the transition, installing several of the
world’s largest solar projects.3Wind and solar have become the fastest growing sources of new
power generation globally, benefitting from a virtuous cycle in which constantly improving
technology and declining manufacturing costs result in increased demand and lower prices.
Every year, wind and solar become cheaper and more competitive against coal, oil, and natural
gas. But that is only the beginning. In the future, renewable energy will continue to increase its
market share due to a parallel energy transition occurring in the transportation
sector.TRANSITION IN TRANSPORTATIONOne hundred years ago, the gasoline-powered
automobile replaced the horse as the primary means of transportation, providing faster, cheaper
transport. The transportation sector is now in the early stages of its next great transition, from the
internal combustion engine to electric vehicles. Within the next decade, electric vehicles will
become less expensive than traditional automobiles, accelerating the transition. This matters to
the growth prospects of renewable energy because the emerging market for electric vehicles is
rapidly driving down the cost of batteries, and with it the cost of storing electricity.Renewable
wind and solar power are cheap, but they are intermittent, as electricity is only generated in
windy or sunny conditions. Fulfilling the potential of a transition from fossil fuels to renewables
requires a cost-competitive form of energy storage. Low-cost batteries provide inexpensive
storage of electricity generated by wind and solar, enabling consumers to use renewable power
even on cloudy or windless days. Inexpensive storage removes the last major hurdle to the next
energy transition.WHY THE ENERGY TRANSITION MATTERSEnergy transitions of the past—
from wood to coal to oil and natural gas—were critically important to the development of modern
economies. The next energy transition, from fossil fuels to renewables, will be critical to avoiding
catastrophic climate change. It will also result in significant changes in geopolitical power: fossil
fuel–exporting nations will experience declining revenue while China, India, and many
developing countries will benefit from the transition. Global health will improve as coal use and
associated particle pollution decreases. And the construction of renewable energy projects will
create millions of jobs worldwide.The growth of renewable energy in the twenty-first century will
create winners and losers. Incumbent fossil fuel companies risk losing trillions of dollars in
shareholder value; some of them will develop strategies to join the energy transition, while the
less nimble will face bankruptcy. Similarly, some countries will lead the transition from fossil fuels
and reap long-term benefits, while others will trail behind.The transition from fossil fuels to
renewables has become inevitable as increasingly cheaper wind and solar power replace coal,
oil, and natural gas. Governments cannot change the overall trajectory of this energy transition,



but their policies do affect the speed of the transition. Government policies and decisions also
determine which countries and which players lead the transition and which follow. As in previous
energy transitions, there is much at stake.A PRIMER ON RENEWABLE ENERGYThis book is a
primer on the economic fundamentals driving the global transition to renewables. By design it
simplifies many points, as the intention is to provide the reader with a solid understanding of the
fundamentals, rather than a comprehensive examination of every topic. The focus is primarily on
the nexus between the two leading renewable growth sectors—wind and solar—and fossil fuels.
Policy issues are surveyed only at a very high level. This book does not advocate for renewable
energy from an ethical perspective; it provides a dispassionate examination of the current state
of the market, assesses trends, and offers forecasts for the future. In short, this primer provides
the reader with a clear-eyed explanation for the extraordinary growth in renewable wind and
solar energy to date and the likely trajectory in the years ahead.This book does engage in
speculation on one front: the assessment of consequences. The transition from fossil fuels to
renewable energy is a near certainty, but the timing and the resulting geopolitical, economic,
health, and climate consequences are less clear. There will be winners—countries, industries,
and individuals who will pioneer the transition to renewables and reap the many benefits—and
there will be many losers, those who are unable to, or fail to, adapt. But predicting the future first
requires a solid understanding of the past.2ENERGY TRANSITIONSFire to ElectricityFIGURE
2.1 Heinrich Füger, Prometheus Brings Fire to Mankind, 1817.CIVILIZATION began with fire.
The heat produced by fire became the first form of energy harnessed by humans, providing our
earliest ancestors with warmth, light, and cooked sustenance. This phenomenon is captured
vividly in the Greek myth of Prometheus, who stole fire from Mount Olympus and bestowed it
upon humanity, thus enabling the development of civilization. For this transgression he was
punished by Zeus: chained to a rock and tortured for eternity. The gruesome nature of the
punishment reflected a recognition of the importance of fire—and thus energy—to the future of
humanity.For thousands of years, humans generated energy by burning wood and other plant
biomass. Wood was plentiful in most places, easy to gather and transport, and simple to burn,
which made it an attractive and inexpensive source of energy. It seemed to be an endlessly
renewable source as well. Throughout the Middle Ages, the vast forests covering much of the
planet provided more than enough wood to satisfy humankind’s needs for energy production.
Historical data from this period is scarce, but the Domesday Book, compiled in England under
William the Conqueror in 1086, intimates that the country was 50 percent wooded at the
time.1With abundant forests that could easily be harvested and the timber easily transported,
wood was the primary source of energy in Britain until the 1600s and in the United States
through the 1700s.2 But population growth, especially in urban centers, led to deforestation
when tree removal surpassed the forests’ ability to regenerate. The population of England and
Wales ballooned from about three million in the early 1530s to nearly double that by 1690.3
Beyond the proliferation of the use of wood in cooking and heating, population growth also led to
increasing demand for lumber for construction and industry. Smelting and ore refining required



high levels of energy, which at the time was fueled by trees.4With deforestation came an
inevitable economic outcome: the price of wood increased as harvesting moved farther and
farther away from major population centers. Denizens of seventeenth-century London, the
largest city in the world at the time, felt the rising price of wood in their daily lives. As the price
increased, people began to search for a cheaper alternative, ushering in the world’s first energy
transition.5THE TRANSITION FROM WOOD TO COALCoal’s advantages were captured by the
great American poet Ralph Waldo Emerson. “We may well call it black diamonds. Every basket
is power and civilization,” he wrote.6 The benefits of coal over wood make it easy to understand
Emerson’s enthusiasm. On an equivalent volume basis, coal generates more heat than wood,
making it cheaper to gather and transport. This is referred to as energy density, defined as the
amount of energy that can be stored per unit volume or mass. On a per-acre basis, a coal field
has several thousand times more energy than does a forest.7 Coal is also abundant, though it
must first be mined from underground and then transported.While it offered benefits, coal also
had drawbacks which impacted quality of life. According to historian Peter Brimblecombe, “Well-
bred ladies would not even enter rooms where coal had been burnt … and the Renaissance
Englishman was not keen to accept beer tainted with the odor of coal smoke.”8 For this and
other reasons, the British nobility was resistant to switching from wood to coal. The poor
transitioned to coal first, out of necessity as they could no longer afford wood. Nobility began to
accept coal after 1603, when Queen Elizabeth died and the new King James used coal in his
residence.9 The first energy transition was under way.Coal was initially used only for heating
homes and was burned in fireplaces in small quantities. The demand for coal began to grow in
1790 when Scottish inventor James Watt introduced a steam engine that could be used in
almost any factory, accelerating the Industrial Revolution, first in England and then throughout
Europe and across the Atlantic. Watt’s steam engine was powered by coal.In the United States,
the transition to coal was even slower, primarily because there was more forested land, making
wood correspondingly cheaper. Wood’s abundance and proximity to the people who used it
meant that there was no economic incentive to search for or develop another source of energy.
In 1826, residents of Philadelphia could heat their homes with wood at a lower cost than coal-
fueled heating.10 But coal prices declined as American railroads constructed tracks to access
and transport it, falling from $7–$10 per ton in the 1830s to only $3 per ton by the mid-1850s.11
Low prices encouraged homeowners to switch from wood to coal, and U.S. coal consumption
grew more than a hundredfold in the subsequent fifty years.12In the second half of the
nineteenth century, coal replaced wood as the primary source of energy in Europe and the
United States.13 Coal mines provided vast amounts of coal to rapidly expanding factories and
railways, and the availability of cheap coal was supported by infrastructure decisions made by
the government. For example, Great Britain’s development of its inland waterway channels made
coal 50 percent cheaper to transport. In the frenzy of industrialization, inventors sought to
harness the energy from coal for new and more beneficial uses. It was not long before coal’s
next great use was discovered—the generation of electricity.COAL-FIRED



ELECTRICITYElectricity was poorly understood and was no more than a curiosity until well into
the eighteenth century. Benjamin Franklin conducted his legendary research on electricity by
attaching a metal key to the string at the bottom of a kite he then flew in a storm, demonstrating
that lightning was electrical in nature (and simultaneously demonstrating that he was a very
lucky man; subsequent replications of Franklin’s experiment resulted in several deaths).14 But
practical applications of electricity were not discovered until late in the nineteenth century, when
Thomas Edison, Nikola Tesla, George Westinghouse, and other inventors converted this
curiosity into the products that underpin much of the world’s modern economy. The first of those
products, the incandescent light bulb, created demand for electricity.15To meet that demand,
the world’s first electric power station opened in September 1881 in Godalming, a town in
Surrey, England. The electricity was used to power thirty-four lights for the benefit of the public,
but technical challenges and high costs led the town to abandon the system three years later.16
The first commercial power plant in the world, New York City’s Pearl Street Station, was built by
Thomas Edison in 1882. The station used heat to run high-pressure steam engines which drove
turbines to produce electricity. Edison burned coal to create heat in the steam engines because
coal was inexpensive and readily available. By the 1880s, coal was already in widespread use to
power steam engines used by factories, so it was logical to use coal in similar steam engines
used to produce electricity.The Pearl Street Station initially provided eighty-two customers with
power for four hundred incandescent lights.17 Customer demand grew rapidly, and the station
powered over ten thousand lights a mere two years later. To Edison’s chagrin, the Pearl Street
Station was not a commercial success and burned down after only eight years in operation. But
it demonstrated that there was customer demand for electricity, and Edison’s design for coal-
fired plants was replicated globally.By 1900, the energy transition from wood to coal was
complete among industrialized countries. In the United States and Europe, the great majority of
energy used to heat homes, generate electricity, and drive industrial machines was derived from
coal. Edison’s original design for generating electricity from coal was so successful that it
remained nearly unchanged for over one hundred years.Beyond CoalUntil the middle of the
twentieth century coal was the world’s dominant source of energy for the generation of
electricity.18 But as with forests centuries before, coal mines in Britain became depleted, and as
a result of increasing scarcity, prices rose. Along with higher costs, the effects of pollution from
burning coal encouraged the search for new sources of power. Air quality in American and
European cities in the 1950s and 1960s was shockingly bad. A “Great Smog” resulting from air
pollution enveloped London for five days in 1952, killing up to twelve thousand residents and
spurring the passage of environmental legislation.19 Governments and industry began to search
for an alternative to coal to generate electricity. Finding a superior source of energy required an
understanding of the economics of electricity generation.THE ECONOMICS OF
ELECTRICITYElectricity is a commodity, which means that consumers cannot distinguish
among different sources of electrical power generation. The electrons generated from coal-fired
plants are identical to those created by natural gas–fired or nuclear plants. Thus the primary



differentiating factor among sources of electrical power generation is cost—the cheapest form of
power production becomes the preferred source.Comparing the cost of different sources of
electrical power generation poses a challenge. Coal-fired power plants are relatively inexpensive
to build, but an enormous amount of coal is required to generate electricity relative to other fossil
fuels. Natural gas–fired power plants are significantly more expensive to build than coal, but they
are less costly to run. Nuclear plants are very expensive to build, but very little uranium is
required to power them relative to the inputs of coal and gas in facilities powered by those
energy sources.There are other costs to consider. Burning coal emits many pollutants, including
asthma-causing soot and poisonous mercury. Natural gas also emits pollutants, but they are
significantly fewer than those produced by coal. Nuclear power does not emit any pollutants, but
the cost and risks associated with disposing of spent uranium, which is radioactive and highly
toxic, can be colossal. How is one to compare these three very different sources of electrical
power?The solution is a formula, the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE), which is a standard
metric used to compare the costs of producing electricity from different sources of generation.
The LCOE provides an “apples-to-apples” comparison of cost. The LCOE for a power plant
equals the cost of building and operating the plant divided by the electrical output forecast over
the life of the plant, discounted at the cost of capital20 required to invest in the plant.The LCOE
is calculated over the projected lifetime of the power plant, typically twenty to forty years, and is
expressed in dollars per megawatt hour (MWh) of electricity produced (or in dollars per kilowatt
hour [kWh], which is simply dollars per MWh divided by 1,000). The formula for calculating
LCOE, and an example, can be found in appendix A.LCOE allows for cost comparisons among
very different sources of power using a single metric. This had important implications for the
second energy transition, which was marked first by an attempted transition from coal to nuclear
and then by a transition to natural gas.THE ECONOMICS OF NUCLEAR POWER: A STALLED
ENERGY TRANSITIONThe concept of generating electricity from nuclear power was alluring as
a replacement for coal-derived energy. Uranium is plentiful and cheap to mine and process, and
the amount of energy created from splitting atoms is nearly unlimited. As President Dwight D.
Eisenhower remarked in his “Atoms for Peace” speech to the United Nations General Assembly
in December 1953, “Peaceful power from atomic energy is no dream of the future. The capability,
already proved, is here today.”21Just four years after President Eisenhower’s speech, the first
large-scale nuclear reactor in the world began operations outside of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Development of nuclear energy in the United States and in Europe boomed in the 1960s. In just
one year—1973—U.S. utilities ordered forty-one nuclear power plants to be built,22 and
electricity generated by nuclear reactors in the United States grew from a near standing start to
20 percent of the total output by 1988.23 The second energy transition was underway, this time
from coal-fired generation to nuclear. Nuclear power’s share of total energy generation grew
quickly early on, and analysts predicted that it would dominate energy markets. Even U.S. naval
ships were commissioned to run on nuclear energy.24But the cost of building and operating
nuclear plants began to climb when it became clear that radioactive waste disposal, safety



features, and plant decommissioning needed to be included in the LCOE for nuclear energy.
These additional costs were brought to light on March 28, 1979, when the nuclear power plant at
Three Mile Island, in Pennsylvania, accidentally discharged large amounts of reactor coolant,
leading to a partial meltdown and the release of radioactive gases. The cost of cleanup was $1
billion.25Despite the momentum for nuclear to become the fuel of the future, the accident at
Three Mile Island was a turning point in the growth of the U.S. nuclear power industry.
Thereafter, regulators required additional safety measures, local opposition to nuclear plants
became more strident, delaying project development, and construction costs ballooned. All of
these dynamics contributed to a significant increase in the LCOE of nuclear power plants. After
the Three Mile Island incident, existing nuclear plants continued to operate, supplying 20
percent of the electricity generated in the United States in 2017, but the construction of new
nuclear power plants never recovered.26According to one commonly held belief, the demise of
the nuclear industry is due to safety concerns and regulations. In fact, the failure of nuclear to
replace coal is the result of simple economics. Nuclear power plants are an expensive way to
generate electricity, as reflected in a high LCOE. The investment bank Lazard estimates the
LCOE of nuclear power to be close to twice the unsubsidized LCOE of coal, natural gas, or
renewable wind and solar power.27 In 2017 alone, thirty-four of the sixty-one nuclear plants in
the United States experienced a collective $2.9 billion in losses.28 M. V. Ramana, a physicist at
Princeton University, summed up the predicament of nuclear energy in an article in Nature in
2016: “The overwhelming factor shaping the future of nuclear power is its lack of economic
competitiveness. Nuclear plants cost a lot to build and operate. This limits the rate of new reactor
construction and causes utility companies to shut down reactors.”29The energy transition from
coal to nuclear began with much promise but ultimately stalled due to uncompetitive costs.
Nuclear power now plays a diminishing role in the generation of electricity globally, and there is
little hope for a recovery.30THE ECONOMICS OF NATURAL GAS: TRANSITION SUCCESSAn
alternative source of energy, natural gas, was well known by Edison and other early inventors,
but it was rarely used as a source of power because it could only be transported by pipeline.
Attempts were made in ancient China to transport natural gas using pipelines constructed of
bamboo.31 Engineers subsequently tried using wood and other nonmetal materials, none of
which were capable of efficiently transporting economic volumes of gas. In the late 1920s,
improvements in welding techniques and use of metals to create pipes led to pipeline
construction that was more economically viable than in the past. In the United States, natural
gas pipelines were constructed in the 1930s and 1940s, allowing for the transmission of natural
gas for lighting, heating, and cooking, and for industrial applications. By this time “the U.S.
pipeline network, laid end-to-end, would stretch to the moon and back twice.”32 But natural gas
was not widely used in electricity generation until the invention of efficient gas turbines.In the
1990s, development of new and better gas turbine technology, combined-cycle gas turbines,
increased power generation from plants fired by natural gas by capturing both heat at generation
and waste heat to improve efficiency and electrical output (hence the term “combined cycle”). In



the United States, growth in demand for natural gas was in part the result of deregulation of
natural gas prices in 1990, part of a broader deregulation trend that started in the late 1980s. In
the following decade, Europe’s interest in lower-emissions energy production, combined with
Asia’s thirst for quickly-installable energy plants to meet the needs of its rapidly growing
population, meant that gas turbine equipment was in high demand.33By 2000, natural gas had
surpassed coal as the preferred source of new electricity generation. But increasing demand for
natural gas drove up prices, which threatened to derail the transition from coal. The
technological innovation by which natural gas was extracted using a technique called hydraulic
fracturing, more commonly referred to as fracking, solved the problem of growing demand for
natural gas.Fracking uses high levels of pressure to force open fissures in shale rock, releasing
natural gas. Fracking was first discovered during the Civil War, but the modern fracking boom
began with George Mitchell, a Texan oilman.34 Mitchell was famously stubborn, saying “I never
considered giving up” despite years of failure.35 Experimenting over several decades, he
perfected the fracking process, combining several technologies, notably the use of more
effective fluids and horizontal drilling, to dramatically lower the cost of extracting natural gas.
Mitchell’s eventual success paved the way for rapid growth in the U.S. shale gas industry, in
which production volumes boomed while prices remained low.Buoyed by abundant natural gas
at low prices, construction of natural gas–fired power plants in the United States totaled 228 GW
from 2000 to 2015, compared to only 20 GW of new coal-fired capacity.36 The U.S. Energy
Information Administration concluded this was due to the “cost competitiveness of natural gas
relative to coal.”37 The lower LCOE of electricity generated using advanced combined-cycle
natural gas technologies encouraged utilities to transition away from coal. By 2016, natural gas
had surpassed coal in the generation of electricity in the United States.38THE ECONOMICS OF
ELECTRICITY GENERATION AT THE BEGINNING OF THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURYEnergy
was first derived from the burning of wood, a cheap and abundant resource for thousands of
years. The development of industrial machinery, and the demand for electricity to power those
machines and to light homes and buildings, forced the first energy transition to coal—a relatively
energy-dense source of power that was abundant and cheap. Coal underpinned the Industrial
Revolution. However, by the 1950s the limitations of coal, including the damage caused by smog
and other pollution, gave way to the advantages of generating electricity from nuclear power and
natural gas. But nuclear power turned out to be an expensive source of power generation, and
the transition to nuclear stalled. Natural gas, on the other hand, had a low LCOE and thus
became the preferred source of new power generation. By the beginning of the twenty-first
century there had been a partial transition in electricity generation, first from coal to nuclear
power, and then to natural gas. On the horizon lay another energy transition, from fossil fuels and
nuclear to the most common source of energy on the planet—the sun.FIGURE 2.2 Sources of
energy, 1850–2020. Note that oil is primarily used for transportation; coal, natural gas, nuclear,
and renewables are primarily used to generate electricity. (Adapted from U.S. Energy Information
Administration [EIA], Annual Energy Review 2008; and EIA, Annual Energy Outlook 2009, with



Recovery Act Update)ENERGY TRANSITIONS: LESSONS FROM THE PASTThe transitions
from wood to coal and from coal to nuclear and natural gas highlight four enduring lessons about
energy transitions. The first and most important lesson is that basic economic principles,
primarily cost, are the main drivers of energy transitions. Cost is key because one form of energy
can often be substituted for another, especially in the generation of electricity. The second
lesson partially contradicts the first—despite lower cost, energy transitions are slow and often
delayed due to regulations, the sway of incumbency, or uncertainty about new technology. The
cheaper source of energy is not readily accepted by those in power, such as the nobility in
Victorian England, slowing the transition. The third lesson is that innovation, especially in the
form of technology, can trigger or accelerate energy transitions, just as Watt’s steam engine
hastened the transition to coal. The fourth and perhaps most interesting lesson is that energy
transitions have unforeseen but dramatic material consequences. The transition from wood to
coal underpinned the Industrial Revolution and the dramatic increase in economic growth and
human welfare that followed. But it also began the process of anthropogenic (man-made)
climate change. These consequences—positive and negative—will be explored at the end of
this book.3THE RISE OF RENEWABLESFIGURE 3.1 The Three Gorges Dam. (Source:
Wikimedia Commons)SCIENTISTS have long aspired to create power from renewable sources
of energy. By 2015, that aim had been realized in the commercial realm, with annual investments
in renewable energy more than double the investments in power generation by fossil fuels.1
Remarkably, over five hundred thousand solar panels are installed globally every day; in China,
two new wind turbines are installed every hour.2 And the future looks bright. Analysts predict
that renewable energy plants will make up nearly three-quarters of the $10.2 trillion invested in
new power generation between 2017 and 2040.3 What created the transition to renewable
energy? The answer is cost competitiveness. Renewable energy, in the form of wind and solar
power, has become cost competitive with alternative forms of electrical power generation. How
that occurred is the subject of the next three chapters.RENEWABLE ENERGY
SOURCESEnergy from a source that is not depleted when used is considered renewable
energy. This includes energy generated from the wind and the sun; from rivers, tides and waves;
and from the earth’s internal heat. It also includes the use of biomass and biofuels created from
plant matter, as these can be regrown. These energy sources are all naturally occurring and
theoretically inexhaustible.ENERGY FROM WATEREnergy generated from hydropower is
historically the most important source of renewable energy. During the industrial revolution textile
mills were often powered by hydro, and the first hydroelectric power plant was built in 1882. The
first mega hydroelectric project, the Hoover Dam on the Colorado River, was completed in 1936,
with the capacity to generate 1,345 MW of electricity. At the time, it was the world’s largest power
generation project. Hydro construction reached a new milestone in 2012 with completion of the
Three Gorges Dam in China. The scale of Three Gorges is immense, capable of generating
22,500 MW of power, sixteen times the Hoover Dam. To put that into perspective, construction of
the Three Gorges Dam required the permanent relocation of 1.2 million people.4Three Gorges



was followed by development of several other mega hydro projects in China and Brazil as well as
of hundreds of smaller projects elsewhere. However, the potential of hydro in the future is limited,
as most of the major rivers in the world have now been dammed for hydroelectric power. In 159
countries, hydropower is considered a “fully mature technology.”5 In the United States,
hydropower peaked as a percentage of electricity generation at 20 percent in 1974, and it has
not grown since then.6 Globally, hydropower’s share of electricity production also peaked at 20
percent in 1974 and has declined to 16 percent, and this figure includes electricity generated
from massive hydropower projects like the Three Gorges Dam.7 Hydropower will remain an
important source of renewable energy, but this technology has fewer locations to scale while
remaining cost competitive with other forms of power generation.Generating power from water
also includes tidal and wave power. Unlike hydropower, tidal and wave power remain
experimental, with limited locations to scale and high costs. Theoretically, any country with a
coastline could deploy resources to capture energy generated from large bodies of water, but at
present just two nations, France and South Korea, are responsible for 90 percent of the world’s
tidal and wave energy generation. Waves have the benefit of being more energy dense than
wind, which helps explain why, according to researchers at Oregon State University, just 0.2
percent of the ocean’s untapped wave energy could power the planet.8 As this chapter explores,
however, potential is only part of the equation. The cost of generating electricity from tidal or
wave power remains much higher than most other forms of power generation, severely limiting
its actual use.ENERGY FROM PLANTSThe burning of biomass, primarily wood, has supplied
energy since humankind’s earliest days. Even today, wood is the primary form of fuel for cooking
in many developing countries. Wood pellets are also burned for heating in some modern homes,
and a few advanced countries use biomass for a significant share of their power. In Sweden, 22
percent of the country’s energy supply comes from wood.9 But burning wood is, in most
countries, relatively expensive and inefficient. Wood is not nearly as energy dense as fossil
fuels, it is costly to transport, and, while forests are renewable, they are easily depleted and take
decades to recover.As an alternative to burning biomass, energy from plants can also be
generated with biofuels. The most common forms of biofuel are ethanol and biodiesel. Ethanol is
an alcohol produced by fermenting biomass, a process similar to the brewing of beer. Biodiesel
is created through a chemical process that separates vegetable or fat oil from biomass. Ethanol
can be blended with or replace gasoline, and biodiesel can replace diesel fuel. Both ethanol and
biodiesel offer simple, proven techniques for the replacement of fossil fuels with renewable
energy in the transportation sector.Turning plant biomass into biofuel is theoretically possible
anywhere, since biomass is technically defined as any living plant or animal.10 In reality, few
countries have scaled biofuel production, as the economics have turned out to be quite
unfavorable. Liquid fuel in the form of ethanol from corn and sugar cane can be used for
transportation and replaces some demand for petroleum products. But the inputs to biofuel must
be grown, and this requires land, water, and other resources. For example, since 2011 more of
the corn grown in the United States—the largest producer of biofuel globally—is used for biofuel



than for food.11Furthermore, turning living matter into fuel is inefficient. The World Resources
Institute (WRI) calculates that “providing just 10 percent of the world’s liquid transportation fuel in
the year 2050 would require nearly 30 percent of all the energy in a year’s worth of crops the
world produces today.” The WRI analysis goes on to suggest that “fast-growing sugarcane on
highly fertile land in the tropics converts only around 0.5 percent of solar radiation into sugar,
and only around 0.2 percent ultimately into ethanol.” Right behind the United States as a
producer of biofuel is Brazil, where sugarcane waste is converted into ethanol. Yet even in Brazil,
which meets the “best conditions” outlined by the WRI, production of biofuel is simply not an
efficient method for capturing energy from the sun and converting it into useable energy on
earth. The WRI study found that solar power systems can produce more than a hundred times
more useable energy per hectare than biofuels.12Biofuels can also be produced from cellulosic
material, such as wood chips, and from algae and other aquatic plant material. Referred to as
second generation biofuels, these renewable feedstocks are used to produce energy more
efficiently than corn or sugarcane. Unfortunately, despite large investments of capital and
engineering expertise, commercial production of these biofuels remains a distant proposition.
Absent a dramatic breakthrough in technology, second-generation biofuels are likely to remain
uncompetitive with petroleum and other fossil fuels, especially for energy use on a global
scale.ENERGY FROM THE EARTHAnother renewable source of power, geothermal energy,
takes advantage of energy already contained within the earth. Geothermal power is harnessed
from the heat within the earth, which was created during the planet’s formation. Like hydropower,
geothermal can be cost competitive with fossil fuels. Unfortunately, in another parallel to
hydropower, geothermal has limited future potential, as the most easily accessible sources of
geothermal power have already been built.Geothermal power accounts for a mere 0.3 percent of
global power generation, since it can only be harnessed under specific geologic conditions,
although in some countries geothermal accounts for much more (in Kenya, which boasts the
world’s largest geothermal plant, it accounts for 44 percent of energy generation).13 Geothermal
power has one of the lowest LCOE ranges of all energy sources, although it is capital intensive
to conduct seismic and other exploratory testing and to construct plants. Geothermal power is
reliable and consistent for generating electricity. Unfortunately there are a limited number of
places in the world where geologic conditions make it both accessible and cost
competitive.14RENEWABLES FOR AN ENERGY TRANSITIONEnergy generated from
hydropower, tidal, wave, biomass, biofuels, and geothermal contributes to the production of
power globally, and each of these energy sources is renewable. Yet these technologies suffer
from high cost, limited growth opportunities, or both, which severely limits the potential for any of
these renewable energy sources to replace fossil fuels. These renewable sources provide useful
energy, but given the currently available technologies, they are ill suited to lead a global energy
transition.This leaves two remaining sources of renewable energy for consideration: wind and
solar. Both power sources are unlimited, globally abundant, and perpetually renewable. And, as
will be explained in the next two chapters, both wind and solar power are low cost. Despite the



many sources of renewable energy, the remainder of this book focuses on only wind and solar.
Those are the only sources of renewable energy that are both cost competitive with fossil fuels
and have the potential to scale globally.4RENEWABLE WIND ENERGYFIGURE 4.1 Smoky
Hills Wind Farm, Kansas, United States. (Source: Wikimedia Commons)HUMANS have
harnessed energy from the wind ever since the ancient Persians developed vertical-axis
windmills in 200 BC, which produced mechanical power to grind grain. In the United States,
early settlers built windmills throughout the countryside to pump water for irrigation and,
eventually, to power homes and businesses. But the use of windmills declined with the advent of
the modern electrical grid, which provided farmers with reliable electricity at low cost.The global
energy crisis of 1973 prompted many governments to renew interest and research in wind
turbines. Denmark was an early leader in the sector due to the research of Poul La Cour, a
scientist, inventor, and early pioneer of wind power in the late 1800s.1 Danish innovators picked
up where La Cour left off, and by 1979 Denmark had installed its first modern wind turbine,
setting the stage for its global leadership in turbine development and installation.2An early
windmill designed by one of La Cour’s students had blades constructed of wooden frames and
covered with aluminum alloy sheets.3 Modern wind turbines are constructed of steel, aluminum,
copper, and composite materials, including plastic reinforced by glass and carbon filament,
wood epoxy, prestressed concrete, and magnetic materials. This approach brings together a
complex design and advanced materials with a simple objective: to build bigger.4BIGGER IS
BETTERWind turbines create power by capturing the energy in the wind. Simple physics
explains why turbine height and blade size are the primary factors for determining electricity
production from wind power. The amount of energy captured is a function of the speed of the
wind and the area that is swept by the blades of the turbine. Wind speed is especially important,
as the amount of energy in the wind is proportional to the wind speed cubed. For example, winds
at 20 mph have eight times the energy of winds at 10 mph. In other words, double the wind
speed and the energy output increases eight times.5 Importantly, wind speeds are stronger at
greater heights, meaning that a taller wind turbine is exposed to more energy available for
capture than a shorter one.FIGURE 4.2 Relationship between wind turbine size and power.
(Adapted from the European Wind Energy Association, Wind Energy—the Facts: A Guide to the
Technology, Economics, and Future of Wind Power, 2009)Just as the energy in wind is
proportional to speed, the area swept by the blades is proportional to the size of the wind
turbine’s blades. Area equals πr2, where r is the length of the wind turbine’s blade. A blade that
is 12 meters in length will sweep an area that is four times as large as a blade that is 6 meters in
length. Consequently, increasing the height of a wind turbine enough to double the blade length
will quadruple the swept area of the blades. And a taller wind turbine will expose those blades to
higher wind speeds. The combination of longer blades and taller turbines will result in a dramatic
increase in energy captured.It is therefore not surprising that the history of modern wind turbines
is one of increasingly bigger structures. The turbines developed in the 1980s had 15-meter rotor
diameters and generated 50 kW of power, enough to meet the electricity demands of about ten



homes. By 2005, innovations in materials and technologies allowed for the construction of wind
turbines with rotor diameters of 124 meters, generating 5,000 kW (or 5 MW) of power, enough
for a single wind turbine to power a thousand homes. The innovations and advances in
technology that created bigger turbines resulted in a hundredfold increase in power
generation.6THE ECONOMICS OF WIND POWERThe economics of building and operating a
wind farm are determined primarily by the capital costs of the wind turbines and by their
installation and interconnection to the grid to transmit the electricity generated by the facility. The
largest capital cost is the wind turbine itself, which is composed of a tower, a nacelle which
houses the equipment at the top of the tower, and the blades. The tower is relatively simple in
design and is usually constructed of steel. The components of the nacelle are complex,
designed to both optimize electricity generation and control the turbine in a wide range of wind
speeds. Modern wind turbines use advanced gearing systems to maximize power generation
and an active control system that keeps the blades pointing in the direction of the wind. The
braking system prevents damage to the turbine when wind speeds become excessive—during a
storm, for example. The blades are, of course, the critical component for capturing energy from
the wind. Modern wind turbine blades are composed of advanced composite materials designed
to extract as much energy as possible yet lightweight and durable in a wide range of wind
speeds.Installation of a wind turbine is straightforward, although transport of the turbine from the
factory to the wind farm site can be challenging due to the immense size of the various
components. A large wind turbine is significantly bigger than a jumbo jet, so special-purpose
ships and trucks are required to transport the turbines. Once it arrives on site, the wind turbine is
placed on a steel-reinforced cement foundation and connected to the electrical grid; this
installation is called an interconnection. The cost of the interconnection is mostly dependent on
the distance between the wind farm and the nearest transmission lines.A wind turbine has a
rated power output, expressed in megawatts, which represents the maximum amount of power
that can be generated by the turbine at any given point in time. On modern wind farms, turbines
range from one to eight megawatts in size. The electricity generated by a wind turbine is the
rated power output in megawatts multiplied by the number of hours of operation. Of course, wind
turbines only generate electricity when the wind is strong enough to turn the blades, typically this
means a wind speed greater than 7 mph.7The most important calculation for determining the
economics of a wind farm is the capacity factor, defined as the ratio of actual power output to
rated power capacity if the turbines were always operating. Onshore wind farms experience
average capacity factors of 35 percent, meaning that the electricity generated is 35 percent of
the rated power output.8 In other words, the wind is strong enough to turn the blades an average
of 35 percent of the wind farm’s rated output throughout the year. For example, a 5-MW wind
turbine operating with a 35 percent capacity factor will generate 15,330 MWh of electricity per
year.9 Note that offshore wind projects experience higher capacity factors, as wind speeds are
typically higher and steadier over the water.The operating costs of a wind farm are primarily the
costs of leasing the land on which the turbines are located (described in more detail below),



operating the project, and maintenance. Operating a wind farm requires little oversight or
expense, as wind turbines are highly automated. Maintenance, however, can be costly. Wind
turbines are designed to generate electricity for more than twenty years, but they are mechanical
devices, which means that components eventually wear out. The first modern wind turbines
experienced frequent failure in the gear boxes, contributing to high repair costs. Subsequent
improvements in engineering design led to gearless turbines which are more reliable and
therefore less costly to maintain than earlier models.10In the 1980s and 1990s the economics of
wind farms were quite poor. Wind turbines were small and therefore had low power ratings. The
high capital costs of wind turbines meant that wind farms were expensive to build, and the low
power ratings meant they generated little electricity. In comparison to electricity generated from
coal, nuclear, and natural gas, early wind farms had a relatively high LCOE, making them
uncompetitive with traditional forms of energy.Government subsidies, especially in Europe,
provided incentives for wind developers to build wind farms, creating demand for wind turbines
from manufacturing companies. This created a tipping point, as government incentives
compensated for the relatively poor economics of wind, allowing manufacturers and project
developers to build wind projects. This, in turn, created expertise in the sector. As expertise
improved, costs declined, and more wind projects were built. But wind energy companies knew
that government subsidies would not last forever. The poor economics of wind energy forced the
industry to focus on lowering the LCOE of wind to compete with traditional forms of electricity
generation.The physics behind generating energy from the wind led to the development of
increasingly bigger and more efficient wind turbines. But when generating electricity, bigger is
only better if it is also cheaper. The modern wind industry, therefore, focused relentlessly on
reducing the LCOE of wind power to improve competitiveness with other forms of electricity
generation. It worked. For wind power, the LCOE has declined from an average of $500 per
MWh in the 1980s to $45 per MWh in 2017.11 In other words, the cost of electricity generated
by wind turbines declined by more than 90 percent, becoming competitive with electricity
generated by coal, nuclear, and natural gas. How was this possible?THE LEARNING
CURVEThe process by which costs are reduced as production volumes increase is referred to
as the learning curve, an economic concept that has significant implications for the growth of
many forms of renewable energy, including wind power. The learning curve measures the ability
of an industry to improve the performance or reduce the cost of products as the volume of
production increases. The theory underlying the learning curve is that consistent improvement in
performance or cost is possible through increased experience. Moore’s law is the best-known
application of the learning curve. Gordon Moore, the cofounder of Intel, forecast that the
capacity of computer chips would double every two years, implying a learning curve of 40
percent, a forecast that has held roughly true for fifty years.12It should be noted that the learning
curve as it applies to advances in renewables is not time bound like Moore’s law. It is simply a
way to demonstrate the rate of technological improvements relative to production volume,
regardless of how long those improvements take. In renewable energy, the learning curve



specifically measures the percentage change in LCOE each time the total installed capacity is
doubled.Manufacturers of wind turbines and developers of wind farms are constantly improving
production techniques, applying new technologies, and taking advantage of economies of scale.
And each time such a development occurs, wind energy companies learn how to reduce costs
and increase output, thereby reducing the LCOE of wind power. The installed capacity of wind
turbines has been doubling every four to five years, and as production has increased costs have
decreased.For example, the total installed capacity of wind turbines approximately doubled from
238 GW to 487 GW13 between 2011 and 2016.14 During this same period, the average LCOE
of wind declined from $71 per MWh to $47 per MWh.15 This means that the learning curve of
wind during that period was 34 percent. In other words, doubling wind power installations
resulted in a decrease of 34 percent in the LCOE of electricity generated by wind power.
Academic studies of the wind power industry in Europe and the United States confirm that the
learning curve in Europe is significant, if slightly lower than in the United States, with estimates
ranging from 11 percent to 19 percent.16The learning curve creates a virtuous cycle for
emerging industries such as wind and, as the next chapter will explore, solar. The virtuous cycle
works as follows: each time sales increase, production volumes rise, manufacturers learn from
experience, and costs decrease. The cost decrease results in a further increase in sales and
production, and in even lower costs, relentlessly driving down the LCOE of wind power.FIGURE
4.3 Levelized cost of electricity of wind power. (Adapted from Mike O’Boyle, “Wind and Solar
Are Our Cheapest Electricity Sources — Now What Do We Do?,” America’s Power Plan,
December 21, 2016. Data from Lazard’s Levelized Cost of Energy Analysis 10.0)Consistent
declines in the LCOE of wind power have driven rapid growth in wind projects. Fortunately,
traditional farms provide ideal locations for modern wind farms.FARMING THE WINDA prime
location for modern wind turbines is in fields used for agriculture. Placing wind turbines on
traditional farms generates significant incremental income for farmers who lease the land to the
wind project owners. Each turbine requires approximately 50 to 100 acres of land, as the
turbines must be spaced far apart so that wind turbulence from one turbine does not affect the
performance of others.17 Despite their large size, the bases of wind turbines are small. The
largest wind turbines require less than an acre of land for the foundation. This means farmers
can continue to use land they have leased to wind farms for grazing livestock or growing crops.
In the United States, farmers typically earn $7,000 to $10,000 per turbine annually simply by
leasing the land to the wind turbine owner,18 dramatically more than what they earn from
farming the equivalent land area.19 Earnings from wind turbines provide a buffer against
fluctuating agricultural commodity prices, as leases are fixed for twenty years or more. Optimal
conditions for wind farms are often found in areas most in need of the additional income: 70
percent of U.S. wind farms are in low-income, rural communities.20 Additionally, the increase in
land values from wind projects results in more tax revenue for state and local municipalities.
According to a farmer in Iowa, “This is our financial future.”21 But wind energy is not without its
challenges, and foremost among these is its intermittency.CHALLENGES IN THE TRANSITION



TO WIND POWERTo state the obvious, wind turbines only generate electricity when there is
sufficient wind to turn the turbine blades. On most wind turbines, this requires a minimum wind
speed of 7 mph.22 At low wind speeds, turbines do not generate any power, and even moderate
winds do not optimize electricity generation. Overall, U.S. wind farms experience capacity
factors averaging 35 percent.23Even at the windiest sites, such as West Texas or the North Sea,
capacity factors are below 50 percent, meaning that wind turbines generate electricity for fewer
than twelve hours per day. Furthermore, generation is not consistent: it can change hourly or
even minute by minute. Wind power is therefore considered intermittent—it can only be
produced when the wind is blowing. This is in contrast to electricity generation from fossil fuels,
nuclear, and hydro, which are dispatchable, meaning electricity can be generated whenever
required. The intermittency of wind is only a minor challenge when wind power accounts for a
relatively small percentage of all electricity on the electrical grid, but it becomes a much more
significant challenge as production increases. Intermittency, and solutions to the challenges it
poses, are explored in greater depth in chapter 10.Wind farms face additional hurdles, mostly
related to siting (the geographic placement of wind turbines) and transmission of the electricity
generated by turbines to the electrical grid. Wind turbines are popular with consumers seeking
lower electricity costs and cleaner energy, and among farmers and other landowners receiving
annual payments for leasing small plots of land. Their neighbors are not always as keen. “Not-in-
my-back-yard-ism” (“NIMBYism”) is a chronic challenge to the development of wind farms.The
classic example of NIMBYism is the Cape Wind project, which if developed will be visible on the
horizon to residents of Cape Cod, Massachusetts. The project was initially proposed in 2001,
with the support of 55 percent of voters on Cape Cod24 as well as many local newspaper
boards, elected officials, and civic associations, but it was opposed by a small coalition of
wealthy residents concerned that the wind farm would affect their views and potentially depress
their property values. In what was perhaps the epitome of NIMBY, former news anchor and
Martha’s Vineyard resident Walter Cronkite, an early opponent of the wind farm, said of the
project: “There must be other locations to make it possible.”25 Development of the Cape Wind
project has been delayed by a small number of vocal opponents for more than seventeen years
and may never be built, demonstrating the challenge of NIMBYism to wind energy.An additional
siting challenge for wind farms is the need to transmit the electricity generated by the wind
turbines to the electrical grid, where it is used by homeowners and businesses. The optimal
locations for wind farms are those where it is windiest; naturally, many of those places are far
from where people live. In the United States, the windiest states are Nebraska, Kansas, and the
Dakotas, none of which has significant population centers within those states or nearby.26 In
Europe, the windiest locations are offshore, in the North Sea. As such, wind farms often require
new transmission lines to move electricity from its source to where it will be used. Transmission
lines are constructed at considerable cost. Moreover, electrical losses increase as the distance
from generation to consumption increases, further increasing the price of the power.Despite
these challenges, wind power has grown rapidly, and the sight of wind turbines is increasingly



common. Development of wind farms is sometimes delayed by neighbors, and the cost of
electrical transmission can prohibit construction in remote areas, but the increasingly attractive
economics of wind power inevitably overcome these hurdles.WIND POWER IN THE TWENTY-
FIRST CENTURYWind power, the generation of electricity from wind turbines, is an increasingly
competitive source of energy. Relentless advances in technology combined with targeted
government incentives have created a virtuous cycle of lower costs, growing demand, and a
steadily declining LCOE for electricity. The learning curve of manufacturers and developers
continues to drive the LCOE of wind lower, ruthlessly improving the cost competitiveness of wind
power against other forms of electricity generation. The results have been impressive. By 2015,
wind farms were producing 5 percent of electricity in the United States and 10 percent of
electricity in Europe; those figures had been near zero a decade earlier.275RENEWABLE
SOLAR ENERGYFIGURE 5.1 Albert Einstein. (Source: Wikimedia Commons)OUR sun is the
source of all energy on earth, warming the planet and making life possible. Photosynthesis
converts sunlight to energy in plants, which can later be recovered indirectly through burning
wood and other plant matter or by burning the organic matter which has been converted through
geologic processes into fossil fuels. Sunlight provides as much energy in ninety minutes as is
consumed by every person on the planet in a year.1 Unsurprisingly, scientists have long
dreamed of capturing that energy directly.In 1905, Albert Einstein published the first paper
describing the photoelectric effect, positing that light contains packets of energy, which he called
photons. When metals are exposed to these photons, they emit electrons, which can then be
harnessed for electricity. This theory was radical at the time, propelling Einstein out of obscurity
and laying the foundations for quantum theory. For this paper, Einstein later received the Nobel
Prize in physics. But it took another half century for scientists working at Bell Labs to develop the
first functional photovoltaic solar cell, praised by the New York Times as “the beginning of a new
era, leading eventually to the realization of harnessing the almost limitless energy of the sun for
the uses of civilization.”2The first practical application of solar energy was on the Vanguard 1
satellite launched by the United States in 1958. It was an auspicious start, as the solar panel
operated continuously for seven years, substantially longer than the satellite’s conventional
batteries, which lasted only twenty days.3 NASA went on to use solar panels on both satellites
and spacecraft. While the use of solar panels flourished on space missions, they were
considered far too expensive for most applications back on earth.Slowly but surely, solar energy
spread, from space-based applications to locations in the arctic, on drilling rigs, and remote
islands. The energy crisis of the late 1970s encouraged companies to develop better performing
solar products at lower cost. But growth in the solar sector was slow. By the end of the twentieth
century, total power generation from installed photovoltaic systems globally had reached only 1
GW, equivalent to the electricity that could be produced by just one coal- or natural gas–fired
power plant. Nearly a century after Einstein published his paper on the photoelectric effect,
generating electricity from the sun was confined to a few niche applications; the simple reason
for this was cost.THE ECONOMICS OF SOLAR POWERThe raw materials required to produce



electricity from light are abundant and inexpensive to source. Unfortunately, the manufacturing
process is complex and costly. Photovoltaic (PV) systems are composed of solar panels or
modules, each containing many solar cells. Solar energy, the generation of electricity from light,
occurs when the solar cells convert light into electricity using semiconducting materials. In most
solar cells, the semiconducting material is silicon, one of the most abundant materials on Earth,
and the same material used in computer chips. When light is absorbed by the silicon
semiconductor, the energy in light photons moves electrons which then flow as electrical current
through the solar cell along wire conductors. PV systems can also be built using semiconducting
materials other than silicon (one example is cadmium telluride); 90 percent of PV panels,
however, utilize silicon.Not all the sunlight reaching the solar cell is converted to electricity.
Conversion efficiency is the ratio between the useful output of an energy conversion device and
the input. The maximum conversion efficiency of solar PV panels is 29 percent in theory, and in
practice the maximum conversion efficiency achieved is 26.3 percent.4 Most commercial PV
panels have conversion efficiencies in the low 20-percent range. This has important implications
for the cost of electricity produced by solar energy, as higher conversion efficiencies produce
more electricity but are more expensive to manufacture.The cost of manufacturing solar PV
panels is measured in dollars per watt. For example, a panel than can produce 200 watts of
electricity, with a manufacturing cost of $600, has a cost per watt of $3.5 But cost per watt is not
the most important economic measure for energy; as with wind, the levelized cost of electricity
(LCOE) is what really matters. To calculate the LCOE of solar energy, it is necessary to
determine capital costs to install the PV system, operating costs over the life of the system,
expected output of electricity, and the cost of capital to finance the project.Capital costs include
the cost of panels and what are referred to as the balance of systems (BoS), which include
mounting racks to hold the panels, an inverter to convert electricity generated from direct current
(DC) to alternating current (AC), electric cables, and monitors. Capital costs may be reduced by
government subsidies or incentives, discussed in more detail in the next chapter. BoS costs and
installation labor account for 50 percent or more of solar system costs, while the PV panels
make up the other 50 percent.6Operating costs are very low, as PV systems contain no moving
parts and last for thirty years or more. The primary operating cost is siting, which is the use of the
rooftop or land on which the solar panels are located. PV systems mounted on homes or other
buildings do not often incur siting costs, but larger solar projects installed in fields require
significant lease payments, as the land cannot be used simultaneously for farming or other
purposes.In the early days of the solar industry, when PV panels were used primarily by NASA
on spacecraft, the cost per watt was over $100. By 2000, that figure had declined to $5, an
impressive reduction in cost.7 Even this was not low enough for electricity from solar to have an
LCOE competitive with other sources of electricity generation, except in niche applications. But
each time the price of PV panels declined, the number of niche applications increased, and
production of panels expanded. As manufacturing of PV panels increased, costs further
declined, creating a virtuous cycle. By 2017, the cost of producing a solar PV panel had



plummeted to $0.29 per watt, a 94 percent cost reduction in only seventeen years.8 The plunge
in panel prices resulted in a remarkable decline in LCOE for electricity generated using solar PV,
making solar energy competitive with other sources of electricity generation, including fossil
fuels. Once again, the learning curve was key to this transformation.THE LEARNING CURVE
APPLIED TO SOLAR POWERRecall that the learning curve measures the ability of an industry
to improve the performance or reduce the cost of products as the volume of production
increases. The learning curve is calculated as the percentage drop in price for each doubling of
cumulative production. Richard Swanson, the founder of solar panel manufacturer SunPower
Corporation, observed that the cost of producing solar PV panels declines approximately 20
percent for each doubling in cumulative production.9 This observation became known as
Swanson’s law.
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Avid reader, “Excellent Book. This book is very well written and explains renewable energy in
clear terms. The history of previous energy transitions helped me understand where we're at
and where we're headed. The economic comparison between various energy sources was
particularly helpful.Politicians and the media should emphasize jobs and the lower health costs
of wind and solar instead scaring the public with climate change. Climate change is real but
there are many other good reasons to go renewable.I was surprised to see that China and India
are pushing hard to go to renewable electric transportation, due to poor air quality and lack of
natural fossil fuel resources. The US needs to push solar and wind more aggressively or be left
behind by the rest of the world.”

Dave C., “Wow! In just a dozen years renewable energy could transform world energy and
impact global warming.. An absolute must read for everyone who wants to understand how
renewable energy and electric vehicles will provide the the greatest and most urgent energy
transformation in history. Don’t let the understated title fool you. This book is far beyond some
boring scholarly work. It is a well written and researched fascinating guide that gives you a front
row seat in viewing the dazzling future these technologies are rapidly providing.Professor
Usher’s work is not the first book to describe how solar PV and electric vehicles will grow to
dominate our energy future. Exponential Solar was written more than a dozen years before using
the PV learning curve that had recently been identified showing a 20% cost decline for every
doubling of cumulative solar PV production. At the time it was written in 2006 the total annual
energy produced by all the solar cells in the world was barely equal to one large coal fired power
plant and seeing any plug-in electric vehicle was a rare sight. Exponential Solar audaciously
showed how solar PV could be producing all the electric energy needed to power all the homes,
businesses, and vehicles in the entire world by 2055. To some this may have seemed wildly
optimistic in 2006. But Professor Usher’s work proves that solar PV and electric vehicles are well
ahead of the cost decline and growth timeline laid out in Exponential Solar. The two books
validate each other. Usher’s up to date data and analysis implies the need to burn fossil fuels for
electricity and transportation could be nearly eliminated as early as the 2030s. And Usher makes
a compelling case for this transformation to happen quickly to avoid the worst consequences of
global warming.”

Kev the frequent flyer, “Amazing intro to renewable energy written by an amazing author. Being a
renewable energy investment professional, I feel very fortunate to have had the opportunity to
take Professor Usher's Climate Finance class, one of the most oversubscribed classes, at
Columbia Business School. This is so far the best overview type of book to renewable energy I
have read, the book covers everything you need to know about the broad subject to establish a
solid foundation for people who want to go deeper into each specific carbon reduction



solutions.Highly recommend this book to EVERYONE, regardless of background. In my opinion,
it is essential for everyone in the business community to know the basics of renewable energy in
2021, when climate change is arguably the biggest issue facing the mankind over the next 10 to
30 years.5 out of 5 on this and greatly look forward to Professor Usher's next book!”

Ebook Library Reader, “DId you know we are close to the tipping point with renewal energy
sources?. Mr. Usher pulls together data and events across time, countries and industries and
provides us with insights and a comprehensive view into how our sources of energy, that drives
our economy and every day living (our existence), has evolved overtime and the on going
transition to renewables.He shares with us how to level the playing field when measuring
different sources of energy and where the tipping point has happened in the past and how we
are close to that happening with renewable sources. He also touches on winners and losers
during this transition and some of the great inovations now being adopted, like V2G.This book is
a great primer and I can see it being used in government policy discussions and consumer
education.I hope Mr. Usher continues this line of thinking and delivers more insights in the near
future.Grant Lawrence”

Sasha Shabal, “Very insightful for both industry professionals and people who want to learn
more.. It’s a great book with multiple well thought insights: analysis of energy transformations
from the past (bio to coal to oil to gas) is used to plan what most likely will happen with
renewables in the upcoming decades.There is a good research about electric vehicles and
storage and it’s relationship with renewable energy development.It’s the book about business
and markets, not a technology book.The book is well written in a simple language, easy to
understand for anyone with or without experience in the field.Great read for anyone who wants
to understand more.”

Kristen, “MUST READ for both the energy novice AND professional. With heightened urgency
on climate change issues, this book can quickly raise the level of energy literacy for all. Written
objectively and well-organized, the book provides concise historical context to grasp the current
state and understand forward challenges/opportunities. Despite the pre-COVID writing date,
there is no impact to its relevancy. Focus areas are wind, solar and EV's. As an energy novice,
soak it in. For the professional, the comprehensive review will surprise in its history of energy
transitions and offer insights on the remaining hurdles for financing, parity and convergence.”

en_pra, “Essential for anyone interested in renewables or in energy generation at all!. Fantastic
read. It provides insight into the economics of renewable energy, and you walk away with an
understanding of what is the way forward for the energy transition. It’s packed with real-world
examples, and it draws upon key historical context. The depth and practicality of the information
provided serves as strong motivation for lawmakers, homeowners, car owners, engineers,



voters, and frankly anyone on the planet to work towards a viable solution.”

Rachel Waddington, “Good overview. This book provides a good introduction to the economics
of renewable energy, focusing on wind and photovoltaics (solar), without going into too much
detail about the technical aspects of energy generation. Other renewable sources such as tidal,
wave, etc. are mentioned in an early chapter but not covered in depth. There is also a useful
chapter on electric vehicles and their relationship with renewables. It's a readable book that
gives a good overview of the issues, but if you're already familiar with the basics it might not give
you the depth you're looking for.”

Kerry, “Concise, Intelligent and Insightful. Renewable energy is an important but intimidating
topic to bring up in any conversation. In this primer, Brian Usher explains in a clear, intelligible
and balanced manner the rise of renewable energy. Using examples and data makes a
compelling case (in a concise manner) for the transition by outlining the issues and
opportunities; and sets out the potential winners and losers-individuals, businesses and
countries.I would HIGHLY recommend this book to anyone who is interested in RE but
demoralised by information overload.”

Ebook Library Veteran, “Clear and concise. This book offers a superb primer on the state of the
market at the present time. Enough detail to answer your questions, without any unnecessary
additional waffle. Factual, enjoyable, and well written, an excellent book.”

kieran, “Fantastic book - well written and no waffle.. Fantastic book - well written and no waffle.”

Faezeh, “Eye Opening Read. Very informative and interesting book to read.Recommended to
everyone.”

The book by Bruce Usher has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 147 people have provided feedback.
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